Optical Encoder
AM-EN16-T 103 Series

2015 edition. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

INFORMATION

Clients can choose gearbox and encoder to match with this motor. Some combinations are listed here for reference.

Motor Data Tested at 25˚.
Motor Operation exceeds continuous limits of operating range will compromise the life of the device.

Recommend Gearbox:
Planetary Gearbox:
AM-16P
AM-22P

Recommend Motor:
BRUSHLESS Motor:
AM-BL16***A/B
AM-BL20***A/B

For more motor and gearbox specs, see Assun Motor website.

Please tell us if there is vibration in application. Clients should pay attention to the integrity and reliability of the transmitted signal.

REMARKS

Motor Data Tested at 25˚.
Motor Operation exceeds continuous limits of operating range will compromise the life of the device.
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